Master of Management
Master of Management

Effective management is critical to the success of every organisation.

Many organisations across many industries are now seeking graduates who are highly qualified, with a strategic understanding of how individuals, systems and procedures can most effectively operate.

The Master of Management is a study of contemporary management theory and practice in a global and Australian context. Within a program of integrated study, students examine and reflect upon the management techniques and strategies required for effective leadership, while also engaging with the wider community, business and government.

ADMISSION
Applicants must have successfully completed an undergraduate degree, or higher, in a business discipline OR successfully completed an undergraduate degree, or higher, in any discipline AND a minimum of two years full-time equivalent senior managerial work experience in roles determining or facilitating an organisation’s goals or strategies, resource management and business control, directing a part of a business, managing the environment, developing resources across organisation units and divisions, or in related roles OR successfully completed an undergraduate degree, or higher, in any discipline AND a minimum of five years management work experience in unit and project management and supervision, managing stakeholders or in related roles.

International applicants must achieve IELTS 6.5 overall score with a minimum 6.0 in each subset or have achieved equivalent outcomes on other recognised English Language proficiency measures.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Qualification for this award requires the successful completion of 80 credit points which includes six core units and a choice of two alternate units.

CORE UNITS
200835.1 Managing in the Global Context
200833.1 Leading Contemporary Organisations
200821.2 Financial Reports for Decision Making
51240.4 Project Management
200841.2 Strategic Business Management
200954.1 Applied Project (Human Resources and Management)

ALTERNATIVE UNITS – CHOOSE TWO OF
200776.1 Compliance Management
200845.1 Innovation Through Digital Technology
200847.1 Business, Society and the Environment
200848.2 Governance, Ethics and Social Entrepreneurship
200852.1 Innovation, Creativity and Foresight

CONTACT US
sgsm@westernsydney.edu.au
Within Australia 1300 366 290
From outside Australia +61 2 9852 5003
International students +61 2 9852 5499
or internationalstudy@westernsydney.edu.au
Western Sydney University
Locked Bag 1797
Penrith NSW 2751 Australia

CRICOS Provider Code: 00917K